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ABSTRACT
Synchrotron radiation in the 1060-2000 A region has been used to measure
the average absorption and fluorescence cross sections of NO and to determine
approximate photodissociation quantum yields. Several vibrational levels of
the D 2 E + , E 
2 
E + , and B' 2A states have high fluorescence quantum yields.
The C 2 and B211 states do not fluoresce when the excitation energies are
above the first dissociation limit, in accord with previous experiments. In
general, the fluorescence yields decrease with increasing photon energy. The
present quantitative measurements are compared with spectroscopic observations
and are found to be reasonably consistent.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nitric oxide has been the subject of much scientific inquiry, both to
seek a fundamental understanding of its spectroscopy and to ascertain its role
in the chemistry of the upper atmosphere and of air pollution. Recently, NO
has been found in instellar space (Liszt and Turner 1978), so its photodis-
sociation cross section in the vacuum ultraviolet region is useful for
determining its destruction rate.
Miescher and coworkers (Miescher and Huber 1976, and references therein)
have been largely responsible for unraveling the complex high resolution
vacuum-UV spectroscopy of NO over the past 25 years. Absorption bands down to
1250 A have been well assigned (Miescher and Alberti 1976). Quantitative
absorption measurements of NO in the vacuum W have been performed by Marmo
(1953) and by Watanabe, Matsunaga, and Sakai (1967), who have measured
accurate absorption and photoionization cross sections for NO at wavelengths
shorter than 1350 A.
Many absorption bands of NO have sharp rotational structure at energies
above the first dissociation limit. These narrow line widths make cross
section measurements difficult because of the intensity and bandwidth
limitations of the continuum VW light sources currently available. At light
source bandwidths greater than rotational line widths, the lower limits of the
absorption cross section averaged over the bandwidth can be determined at low
pressures where the rotational transitions are not saturated. We have
measured average absorption cross sections for NO from 2000 A to 1350 A and
the true absorption cross sections from 1350 A to 1060 A.
At excitLtion energies above the first dissociation limit, several NO
bands still fluoresce. Young, Black, and Slanger (1968) dispersed the visible
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emission fro* several electronic states of NO at 1470 A excitation. They
observed no visible fluorescence at energies above the first ionization
limit. We have also studied total NO molecular fluorescence in the UV and
present here quantitative excitation spectra. The photodissociation cross
section has been determined from the difference of the total absorption cross
section and the fluorescence cross section.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
Synchrotron radiation produced at the University of Wisconsin electron
storage ring provided continuum light in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)
region. The incident light was dispersed through a one-meter vacuum
monochromator (McPherson 225) with a 600 A/mm aluminum grating, permitting a
highest resolution of 0.3 A. A 2-mm LiF window separated the monochromator
from the experimental cell. The experimental cell was a low-flow system
pumped continuously with a sorption pump. Pressures from 0.2 to 65 mtorr were
measured using an MKS capacitance manometer. The NO used was obtained from
Liquid Carbonic with a minimum purity of 99% and was used without further
purification. We remeasured some cross sections using static gas conditions,
and the results agreed with the flowing gas cross sections. We prefer the
flow system to keep a fresh supply of NO in the cell at all times and to
remove photodissociation products. The measurements were performed at a room
temperature of 20° C.
Absorption was measured by the light attenuation as a function of
pressure at each wavelength. 	 The attenuated and the incident light
intensities were converted to logs, chopped, and compared using a lock-in
amplifier (PAR HR-8) as described previously (Lee 1980). The absorption cross
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section, a, was computed directly from the slope of tn(I0/I) versus pressure
at each wavelength, where I o
 and I are the incident and attenuated photon
fluxes, respectively. Figure 1 plots In(I 0/I) as a function of pressure, P,
at several different wavelengths. When the incident light bandwidth is larger
than the molecular absorption width, the absorption relation will deviate from
Boer's law. At 1406 A, the NO rotational lines are probably broadened by
predissociation, and Beer's law is followed to high pressures. At 1499 and
1605 A, the rotational lines are such narrower than the minimum monochromator
bandwidth of 0.3 A. Mese absorptions still obey Beer's Law to higher pres-
sures, perhaps because they have smaller oscillator strengths and require
higher pressures to saturate. At 1731 and 1829 A, the rotational lines are
narrow and have high cross sections, so the absorption deviates from Beer's
law at pressures higher than 2 mtorr.
Since the exciting light bandwidth will cover several rotational lines of
different absorption cross sections, the measured cross sections will depend
on the monochromator bandwidth. The absorptions at 1829 and 1832.5 A were
measured at various monochromator bandwidths from 0.3 to 1.8 A. The value of
In(I /Ia increases, as expected, with better resolution, but since the
manifold of rotational states is so dense and the rotational lines are so
narrow, the effect of resolution on Rn(I0/I) is not dramatic.
NO molecular fluorescence was detected at right angles to the excitation
source and 7 cm from the exit slit of the monochromator. W fluorescence was
measured using a partially solar-blind EMI G26H215 photomultiplier (PMT) tube
with a CsTe cathode and MgF2
 window with an ORTEC counting system. Figure 2
plots the PMT quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength. The PMT was
coupled directly to the cell to permit observation of fluorescence to the MgF2
cutoff (- 1150 A). An EMI 9558QB PMT with a glass filter was used to detect
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near UV and visible fluorescence (A > 3000 A) using the same cell geometry.
All fluorescence measurements were made using a 1 A excitation bandpass.
The synchrotron radiation photon flux entering the gas cell for each mA
of electron beam current and 1 A monochromator bandwidth is also shown in
Figure 2. The electron beam current starts at 100 mA and decreases with time
to 40 mA in about three hours. The light intensity was measured using a
freshly prepared sodium salicylate/photomultiplier combination and a cali-
brated EMR photodiode.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Absorption cross section
When excited molecular states predissociate or ionize, the band's
rotational lines become sufficiently diffuse in absorption to permit measure-
ment of accurate absorption cross sections at the currently available resolu-
tion. At energies near and above the first ionization limit of 9.266 eV, we
measure true absorption cross sections because the absorption bands are very
diffuse. At longer wavelengths, the absorption measured can be evaluated only
as average cross sections for a given instrumental bandwidth.
Absorption cross sections at 0.3 A resolution are presented in figures 3
thourgh 6. The wavelengths of the states assigned by various investigators
(Dressler and Miescher 1965, Jungen 1966, Lagerquist and Miescher 1966,
Lofthus and Miescher 1964, Miescher 1966 and 1971, Miescher and Huber 1976,
Ng, Mahan and Lee 1976, Tanaka 1953) are indicated in the figures for identi-
fication. Between 1100 and 1350 A (Fig. 3), the absolute absorption cross
sections measured here are in good agreement with those measured by Watanabe
et al (196 7) to within 30%. The present cross sections between 1100-
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1050 A compared less well to those of Watanabe. At wavelengths shorter than
1400 A, the present cross sections also agree reasonably well with those of
Marmo (1953). But at wavelengths longer than 1400 A, the present absorption
cross sections became systematica.Lly larger, up to a 50-fold increase. This
apparent disagreement stems from pressure and light bandwidth effects
discussed previously. At the high pressures Marmo used, the absorption lines
were completely saturated. In addition, his spectral bandwidth was 1 A,
significantly broader than that in the present work.
Although our measured absorption cross sections are large, they are still
considered to be average cross sections because of our limited resolution.
Integrated cross sections for some of the longer wavelength NO absorption
bands have been measured by both pressure-broadening (Bethke 1959) and disper-
sion techniques (Farmer, Hasson and Nicholls 1972). The cross sections
determined by those two methods are self-consistent. We compare the present
results by assuming that our absorption bands are triangles with half-width
Av, and
K 
	 amax Av/3.7 X 10-2
where 
amax 
is the peak cross section in Mb, 3.7 X 10-2 converts the cross
section to units of cm -1 atm-1 , and Ko
 is the approximate integrated cross
section in units of cm -2 atm-1.
Our results for the integrated absorption cross sections are from 10% to
30% higher than Bethke's integrated cross sections (see Table 1) for the
S, y, and a	 systems, but are about a factor of 2 higher for the b
system. Callear and Pilling (1970) indicated that Bethke's results for the
C	 system were confirmed, but results for the 6 system were too small by a
factor of - 2.3.	 This comparisor strengthens the validity of our absorption
measurements using the linear region of In(Io/I) versus pressure despite band-
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width limitations. Farmer, et al (1968) have similarly determined oscillator
strengths for the Schumann-Runge system of 02 using incident light with
limited resolution.
Cross sections of individual rotational lines can be measured only when
the monochromator bandwidth is smaller than the rotational line width. Since
this is not possible in the present case, a way to estimate the true rota-
tional line cross sections from the present measurements would be useful.
Cieslik and Nicolet (1973) have used relative rotational line intensities and
known integrated cross sections for some bands to compute cross sections for
rotational lines of some NO bands from the relation
2	 n "
J	 a(v)dv	 ne	 f(J'J")	 J
J'-J"	 2	 n
me
where f(J', J") is the oscillator strength for the J' F J" transition
(J' - J", J" t 1), nJ" is the population of the molecules in the J" rotational
level, and n is the gas concentration. For the C2II (v s 0) absorption, the
peak rotational cross section is found to be about 2.3 X 10-16 cm2 by Cieslik
and Nicolet (1973) and 10 -16 cm2 by Frederick. and Hudson (1979). These
results indicate that the true cross sections for individual (sharp) rota-
tional lines are several times larger than those measured in the current
study.
The average absorption cross sections of this study could be converted to
individual rotational line cross sections as follows. The light transmitted
at wavelength X  is given by
I - J I ogMe-naMR d%
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where Io is the incident photon intensity, g(k) is the monochromator
bandwidth function with fg(%)d% - 1, and the integration is over the mono-
chromator bandwidth, AX.
At low gas pressure, where e-na(X)l - 1 - na(X)I, we have
I -	 I0 [1 - nlfg(%)a(X)dk)
or
Rn(I0/I) - mtfg(X)a(X)dX
If we know the number and identity of rotational lines within our bandwidth,
we can calculate the relative a values for each line from the Honl-London
factors (Cieslik and Nicolet 1973) for the transition. The relative
absorption cross sections can be put into absolute scale by normalization to
the measured average absorption cross section
-a - fg(k)a(X)dX
for the band.
3.2 Fluorescence cross sections
The fluorescence cross section, o f , can be determined from the radiation
rate at low gas pressure, which is
A  - 
Kafnlo
where K is a geometrical factor determined by comparison with a similar system
having a known fluorescence cross section.
Cross sections for the production of W fluorescence from NO are
presented in Figures 4, 5, and 6. No fluorescence was detected in the 1060-
1350 A excitation region (fig. 3). The fluorescence cross sections were
measured at 1 A bandwidth and are normalized to the absorption cross section
of the D2E+(0) + X2II(0) transition. The D 2E+ state is known to not
dissociate. The only process that competes with the direct D-X emission is
the D-A infrared emission at - 11000 A with a radiative rate three to four
times slower than that of the D + X emission (Callear and Pilling 1970,
Lahmani et al 1981). The Franck-Condon factors for the D i A transition are
nearly diagonal (Nicholls, 1964), so A2E+(0) is produced by radiation from
D2E+(0).	 Experimental (Engleman et al. 1970) and theoretical (Nicholls,
1964) Franck-Condon factors can be used to estimate the fraction of fluor-
escence in the response region of the solar blind photomultiplier whose
quantum efficiency is known. It is estimated that the photomultiplier
observes about 70% for the A 2E+(3) i X 2II(v " ) emission, and more than 95%
for the D2E+(0) + X211(v") emission. The observed quantum yield for the NO
uv fluorescence at 1873 A excitation can thus be only a few percent less than
unity.
The geometrical constant K obtained for the W fluorescence of NO agrees
with that obtained from the A IN O + X 1 E+(0) fluorescence of CO in the same
experiment (Lee and Guest 1981). Since the A 1 1I(1) state of CO is below the
dissociation limit, its fluorescence quantum yield equals 1. The agreement of
these results lends confidence to the use of the unity fluorescence yield for
the D2E+(0) to normalize the NO fluorescence data.
Error limits to the fluorescence cross sections measured can be estimated
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from uncertainties in pressure and incident photon flux and from systematic
errors caused by variations of the PMT quantum efficiency with wavelength.
This last effect depends on the spectral region of the W fluorescence and
varies systematically for each excitation band. For example, the A2E+(3)
state has energy below the dissociation limit, so its fluorescence yield must
be unity. But, as shown in Fig. 6, the A2 E+(3) ' X2 TIM	 transition shows a
fluorescence quantum yield smaller than unity. This is because some of the
A2E+(3) + X2II(v") fluorescence is in the wavelength region where the quentum
efficiency of the solar blind photomultiplier drops. As mentioned above, only
about 70% of the A2r+(3) + X2II(v") fluorescence is observed by the photomul -
tiplier which agrees with experimental observation. Such detector errors may
cause up to t 30% uncertainty in the relative values of the fluorescence erG:
sections.
Since the W fluorescence cross sections are normalized to our average
absorption cross sections, they are not true absolute cross sections. Since
all the bands that do emit have sharp rotational structure, the true fluores -
cence cross sections per rotational line should be several times larger, by
analogy to the absorption cross section case. The fluorescence in t-te near W
and visible region (% > 3000 A) is generally negligible, since the cross
sections for visible emission are never greater than 0.5 Mb.
Our visible fluorescence results deserve some mention. Cross sections
f ,%r viaihle emission were determined by comparison with OH(A2E+ + X211)
emission from photodissociation of H2O (Lee, 1980). At low pressures
(< 10 mtorr), where secondary reactions are less likely, the upper limit to
visible emission is about 0.5 Mb and in most cases is far smaller. The
visible fluorescence band shapes are similar to those in the W and are not
presented graphically here. In all cases, the same states that emit in the W
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also emit in the visible, but are lower in intensity by at least a factor of
50-60. Much of this emission is very likely due to fluorescence to higher
vibrational levels of the X211 state at X > 3000 A. 	 The only sipnificant
variation from the W emission pattern occurs at the E 2 E+4sa absorptions.
At these positions, the W emission is only about 12 times more intense than
the visible emission. The Rydberg -Rydberg E4sa + A3sa transition centered
at 6000 A (Miescher, 1971) probably produces the visible emission.
3.3 Fluorescence quantum yield
The fluorescence quantum yield is the ratio of fluorescence cross section
to absorption cross section, n - of /a.	 If all the rotational lines in a
vibrational band can be assumed to have the same fluorescence yield, then the
measured yield will be equal to the true quantum yield for the rotational
lines. The W fluorescence quantum yields for all the absorption peaks are
shown in Figure 7. The photoionization yields given by Watanabe et al (1967)
are also shown in Figure 7.
The excited states that do not fluoresce presumably dissociate. This has
been recently confirmed by Slanger (1980), who observed that 0 atoms are
produced from the NO(C 21Ii v )o 0) state. Therefore, the photodissociation
yield can be estiaated from the ( 1 - fluorescence yield), the scale for which
is also indicated in Figure 7. The accuracy of the photodissociation yield is
limited by the uncertainty of the fluorescence yield.
11	 '^
4. DISCUSSION
The presence or absence of UV fluorescence from NO is basically
consistent With spectroscopic observation. The following discusaion of the UV
fluorescence is divided into sections dealing with states of 2E, 217, and 20
symmetries that fluoresce.
4.1 2E States
Since the lower vibrational levels of the NO(A 2 E+ , 39a) Rydberg state
are spectroscopically accessible by photon wavelengths longer than air cutoff,
they have been much studied. The 3so(3) band, which lies below the first
dissociation limit, fluoresces in the UV. Emissions from the A 2 E+ v > 3
levels are rarely reported. They may not be significantly produced because of
small Francis-Condon factors for the A2 E+(v > 3) « Y2TI (v - 0) transitions
(Spindler, Isaacson, and Wentink 1970), or they may be predissociated.
The D2 E+(3pa) Rydberg state of NO has been used here to normalize the UV
fluorescence cross sections. The Spa (v' - 0, 1, 2, 3 levels) all show high
fluorescence in the UV, although the apparent yields progressively drop with
increasing vibrational number. It is likely that this decrease is caused by
partial predissociation. Brzozowski, Erman, and Lyyra (1976) have measured
the lifetimes for the Spa (v - 0, 1, 2 and 3) vibrational levels to be 24.6,
25.8, 19.8, and 14.2 no, and their predissociation rates to be - 0, < 2 x 106,
1.8 x 107 , and 4.0 x 107
 sec-1 , respectively. It is also possible that the
decrease of fluorescence yields may be caused partly by the systematic error
in the detection system or by the presence n-f dissociative states at the *am
r
At v - 5, the apparent fluorescence yield drops below 302, but the
with the 3db(0) level slakes analysis difficult. Above v - 4,
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the Spa state does not fluoresce in the W. 'These bands rimy be completely
predirjociated, although this is not indicated in the literature.
The 92E+ (4sa) state also fluoresces strongly in the W at v - 0 and
v w 1, with about a 50% quantum yield. At v - 2, the yield appears to drop to
below 30%, but overlapping with the B'A(5) level makes a quantitative
analysis difficult. At v - 3 and 4, the 4so rotational structure is known
to be broad, and NO presumably dissociates upon absorption into these
states. The E-A emission band is also absent above v - 2. The v - 5 level
is missing in absorption as well as emission. The M2E+(4pa) v - J state may
fluoresce, but its overlap with the 
B,2& (4) and 3d6(1)	 states makes
analysis difficult.
4.2 
2n 
States
Most 
2R 
states of NO are known to predissociate strongly above the
first dissociation limit. Among these are the well-studied B 2I1 valence and
C211 (3p%) Rydberg states. Some rotational levels of the 3pn (v - 0) Rydberg
state lie below the first dissociation limit and give weak emission at about
1909 A t as shown in Figure 4. The W fluorescence yield for this level is
not greater than 10%. Emission to the wavelength where the PMT is insersitiv,e
is unlikely, considering the energy distribution in the low-pressure fluores-
cence emission spectrum of Lahmani et al (1981). We also find that the
3pn(1) band does not fluoresce at low pressures, in agreement with Lehman! et
al (1981). Other studies have indicated that the 3pn(1) state has a weak
fluorescence upon photon excitation (Benoist D'Azy et al 1975, Ass%tr and Haas
1978), but the NO pressures used my have been too high to permit fluorescence
under collision-free conditions.
13
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The H' 2,Odn) Rydberg state is known to emit in the visible to the A 2
state under discharge excitation conditions (Miescher 1971, Huber 1964).
The 3dn v - 0 and v - 1 states are weak in absorption, but they appear to
emit in the W with quantum efficiencies of more than 20%. The H' + X
transition may thus be expected to be observable from discharge emission.
4.3 20 States
The states with 20 symmetry are noted to be most stable with respect to
predissociation from discharge emission studies, and several of these levels
appear in our fluorescence spectra. The B 2 valence state, with its long
vibra__inal progression, is the most prominent in emission here. The
B' 2&(0) state overlaps the strong 3pa(3); hence, it is not identified here.
The v - 1, 2, and 3 levels appear to have high (> 50%) W quantum yields. For
the v - 3 and 4 levels, direct assignment of quantum efficiencies is difficult
because of spectral overlap. The B' 2A(4) level appears to fluoresce with
about a 25% quantum efficiency. The v - 5 level overlaps the 4sa(2) band, and
the assignment of the fluorescence quantum yield is inconclusive.
Below 1520 A, there is a precipitous drop in emission intensity from all
states, as shown la Figure 4. The B' 20(6) level is known to be highly
perturbed by the 3d6(2) level; in fact, the former is "missing" in absorption
(Dressler and Miescher 1965, Jungen 1966). Weak fluorescence at 1520 A may be
due to the strongly absorbing K 2II(4p) v - 1 Rydberg band, but we suspect that
the emission originates from the 2A state. The B 2 v - 7 0 8, and 9 levels
fluoresce only a small amount in the W. They may rzedissociate, although
earlier emission studies (Jungen and Miescher 1965, Jungen 1966) show strong
B' + X emission up to v - 10. The fate of the molecules excited to the
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B , 2A v - 7, 8, and 9 is puzzling. Visible emission has been observed from
the B' 2A state to the B 211 state (Baer and Miescher 1953, Huber 1964) and to
the 3p% state (visible to ir) (Ackermann 1971). The visible emission cross
section measured in this study is not high enough to account for the decreased
fluorescence cross section in the UV. The lower fluorescence cross section
may be caused by predissociation.
The F2A(db) Rydberg state also fluoresces in the UV. From earlier
studies, the v - 0, 1, 2, and 3 bands are found to emit upon discharge excita-
tion. The W(0) band overlaps the 3pa(4) band so a definitive quantimm yield
assignment is not possible. At v - 1, the 3db band is overlapped and
perturbed by the B 2A(4) band, and again a quantum yield cannot be assigned.
The 3d6(2) band is intense in absorption, but has only about a 2% UV quantum
yield. At v - 3, the 3d6 band still fluoresces, but at less than 0.5%. The
F 
2 
A -I. C 
lN transition is known to occur in the ir, but its radiative rate is
not likely to account for all the "missing" emission.
The N2A(4d6) and U2A(5d6) Rydberg states absorb farthest into the UV for
the 2A states studied here.	 N 
2 
A + X2n emission has been observed from
discharge excitation (Jungers, 1966), and we see weak UV emission at 1430 A
that may he attribute3 to the 4d60) band. Coincident in energy with the
5d8(0) band, we also observe somewhat stronger emission. No U 2 i X211
emission spectra have been reported, but the general nature of the other
2A states implies that some fluorescence from the 5d6 band is not
unexpected.
At excitation wavelengths below 1410 A, we observe no UV fluorescence.
At these incident energies, NO is excited above its fourth dissociation limit
I'	 (Gilmore 1965), and an ever-increasing fraction of states will predis-
sociate. Figure 7 is a graphical representation of the approximate photo-
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aissociation yield of NO in terms of its photoionization and fluorescence
quantum yields. Between the first ionization limit of 1338 A (9.266 eV) and
1520 A, most of the molecules dissociate. At energies between 1520 A and
1908 A, the dissociation yield depends on the excited state symmetry.
Watanabe et al (1967) measure a high photoionization yield at wavelengths
shorter than 1338 A, and there again the NO dissociation yield is low. Other
absorption states that do not appear to fluoresce include the B 211 valence
state, the S 2E+(5sa) Rydberg state, and the G2E valence state.
5. CONCLUSION
The absorption cross sections measured here verify those of Watanabe et
al (1967) below 1350 A.
	 At longer wavelengths, we have measured average
absorption cross sections that can be related to the true cross section per
rotational line.
UV fluorescence cross sections have been measured relative to our
absorption cross sections and are subject to the same absolute magnitude
adjustments from which the quantum yield for total UV fluorescence has been
determined. Our fluorescence excitation spectra are consistent with previous
fluorescence measurements and discharge studies. The decrease in emission
intensity for some vibrational progressions may be attributed to
predissociation, and in the case of the B' 20 state, this predissociation has
been previously unrecognized. The UV quantum yields determined in this work
are a quantitative indicator of the extent of predissociation in the complex
manifold of NO electronic states and may prove helpful for further under-
standing the spectroscopy of NO as well as its aeronomic and interstellar
photochemistry.
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TABLE 1. The Integrated Absorption Coefficients, Ko,
for the Various NO Absorption Bands
Transition	 Band	 Ko (Bethke, 1959)	 Ko (This Work)
cm-2 atm 1 cm-2 atm 1
B2 I	 - X rI 0(12,0) 54.9 (3)a 63 (3)a
A 2 E + - X
2^ y( 3,0) 8.57	 (3) 9.7	 (3)
C2^ - X2n 6(0,0) 59.2 ( 3) 93 (3)
+$(7,0)
6(1 1 0) 137.0 (3) 170 (3)
"(10,0)
6(2,0) 65.2	 (3) 120 (3)
D 2 E + - X2II e(0,0) 60 . 4 (3) 63 (3)
+Y(4,O) + 0(8,0)
C(1,0) 109.	 (3) 130 (3)
+y(5,0)
E(2,0) 78.9	 (3) 86 (3)
+r(6,0; + P(13,0)
a (3) means 103
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1	 Attenuation of photon fluxes at wavelengths 1406, 1499, 1605, 1731,
and 1829 A by NO of pressure up to 40 mtorr. I o and I are the
incident and attenuated light intensities, respectively.
Fig. 2 The photon flux for the synchrotron radiation in the 1050-2100 A
region that enters the gas cell. The efficiency for the solar blind
photomultiplier in the 1130-3500 A region is also shown.
Fig. 3 Photoabsorption cross section of NO in the 1060-1350 A region. The
wavelength positions of various states given by Miescher (1966),
Miescher and Alberti (1976), Miescher and Huber (1976), and Ng et al.
(1976) are indicated.
Fig. 4 Photoabsorption and fluorescence cross sections of NO in the 1350-
1510 A region. The wavelength positions of various states given by
Dressler and Miescher (1965), Jungen (1966), Lagerquist and Miescher
(1966), Lofthus and Miescher (1964), Miescher (1966), Miescher and
Alberti (1976), and Miescher and Huber (1976) are indicated.
Fig. 5 Photoabsorption and fluorescence cross sections of NO in the 1510-
1720 A region. The wavelength positions of various states given by
Dressler and Miescher (1965), Jungen (1966), Lagerquist and Miescher
(1966), Miescher (1971), and Miescher and Huber (1976) are indicated.
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Fig. 6 Photoabsorption and fluorescence cross sections of NO in the 1720-
1970 A region. The wavelength positions of various states given by
Miescher and Huber (1976) and Tan&ka (1953) are indicated.
Fig. 7 The fluorescence, photoionization, and photodissociation yields for
the excitation photon wavelengths in the 1000-2000 A region. The
photoionization yields were given by Watanabe et al. (1967). The
photodissociation yield is determined by the difference of unity and
the fluorescence or photoionization yield.
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